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By FORREST  CARDAMENIS

Ecommerce platform VeryFirstTo is partnering with Action For Addiction to combat shopping addiction.

VeryFirstTo now hosts the Action on Addiction logo on its homepage, which redirects to a page educating and
helping to diagnose potential shopping addictions. Retailers have struggled with revenue in recent quarters, but the
initiative still encourages brands to land on the right side of the fight between business and ethics.

"Retailers invariably exist to generate revenues and earn profit,"said Marcel Knobil, founder of VeryFirstTo.
"However, we believe that this endeavor can certainly be conducted in responsible and ethical fashion. This
includes respecting customers, employees and suppliers; providing quality at fair prices; and providing helpful
information.

"Whilst it would be extremely difficult for a single retailer to take sole responsibility for ensuring that consumers
don't overspend, retailers collectively can really make a significant difference," he said. "Through raising
awareness of the issue, encouraging customers to establish whether they (or those close to them) might suffer from
shopping addiction, and providing a link to those who can help them, retailers can make an extremely positive
impact in this very negative area."

Controlling compulsions
VeryFirstTo has more than 184,000 subscribers and 67,000 daily visitors. Its  homepage spotlights products from a
variety of retailers, redirecting interested buyers to the first-party Web sites.

The retailer notes that a 2013 study from the Hannover Medical School published in The American Journal of
Addictions estimated that between 6 and 7 percent of adults display some degree of shopping addiction, with the
number on the rise in the United States and Europe.
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VeryFirstTo with Action For Addiction logo

Action on Addiction has warned that shopping functions for many as drugs or gambling do for others. An addict
attempts to change his or her mood through a behavior that contributes to a "high," with medical experts equating the
highs of shopping addicts and drug addicts.

To help fight the problem, an Action on Addiction logo on the homepage is accompanied with the question "Are you
a shopping addict?" Users who click will be taken to a page on the site offering information related to the seven
different kinds of shopping addictions, its  causes, the symptoms and short- and long-term effects, the signs to
friends and family as well as a self-assessment quiz and information on attaining help.

VeryFirstTo is hoping to get other retailers on board, but notes that brands have no obligation to help consumers curb
shopping addictions.
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"Whilst there is no obligation for retailers to alert customers of the issues surrounding shopping addiction, we are
convinced that it is  the correct thing to do," Mr. Knobil said. "We are not aware of any previous initiative of this nature
and implore others to join us.

"With our site informing the world of the best newly released luxury products and experiences, and enabling one to
purchase them, we are aware that we are promoting and encouraging shopping," he said. "This does not mean
though, that we and others, can't behave in a responsible manner."

The campaign begins at a difficult time, when many retailers have seen decreasing stock prices and poor earnings
lead to pressure to make changes and spur sales (see story).

Moreover, the increased brand presence on social media and especially the rapid advancement of technology,
which has led to programs such as Like2Buy on Instagram, serve to encourage impulse buys from consumers.
Asking consumers to check themselves before compulsive shopping negates the cause of a portion of ecommerce
growth, a dicey proposition given the current revenue outlook.
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"It's  rarely a good time for a company, or an individual for that matter, to take action over for a difficult issue," Mr.
Knobil said. "But that doesn't mean it shouldn't be done. It's  true that many retailers are facing a pretty tough time at
the moment - but so are a good number of their customers, so this initiative is timely.

"We have heard negative comments about what we are doing, along the lines of: 'We're here to promote sales, not
undermine them,'" he said. "There are others who recognize that not only is raising awareness of shopping
addiction the right thing to do, it needn't undermine sales.

"There's a strong argument that if one's customers see one as a friend, rather than a fiend relentlessly trying to push
them into buying things, customers will trust one much more. A trusting relationship between retailer and customer
should result in a long-term flourishing relationship."

Catalyzing impulse purchases has not seen any widespread public relations issues for retailers, suggesting that
consumers, at least right now, do not see the problem as unethical. However, if this were to change, those that have
previously taken steps to educate consumers on the signs and dangers of shopping addiction and helped to curb it,
even at the expense of a few sales, could see commendable longer-term benefits.

Convenience vs. compulsion
Corporate social responsibility may be about relationship building rather than transactions, but that makes it more
important for brands, not less, according to Christie's executive at Luxury Interactive Europe 2015 Oct. 27.

The speaker offered a number of tips for brands looking to improve or get started on CSR, offering a number of
Christie's stories as support. In addition to quality craftsmanship and great service, being a luxury brand means
using a highly visible and admired position to fulfill moral and ethical responsibilities (see story).

While VeryFirstTo is attempting to help fight shopping addiction, other retailers see innovations that might
encourage impulse buying as offering unprecedented convenience and access to its products.

For example, department store chain Nordstrom is ensuring consumers have no problems shopping the look at the
70th Tony Awards.

In addition to styling the nominees and presenters, Nordstrom will make accessories available online as the
performers are seen wearing them. Instantly gratifying viewers will likely cause a spike in sales as consumers seek
to emulate their favorite stars (see story).

"We believe that the campaign showcases trust, authority and care," Mr. Knobil said. "Any retailer who wishes to turn-
up the volume of these values within their own brand image would do so through supporting the campaign.

"Just like you would be far more generous and supportive to a friend who you know has your interests at heart, many
customers will be more loyal to retailers who they believe actually care."
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